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Multilevel Clustering of Extremes 

S. Y. Novak 

Eurandom, Technical University of Eindhoven, 
PO Box 513, Eindhoven 5600 MB) Netherlands. 

Abstract 

We investigate asymptotic properties of two~dimensional empirical point processes 
of exceedances (EPPE). We give a new description of a class of possible limit laws. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of one~dimensional 
EPPEs and complete convergence of two-dimensional EPPEs are established. 

Keywords: extreme values, point process, complete convergence. 

1 Introduction 

The two-dimensional empirical point process of exceedances (EPPE) is a key tool for 
approximating probabilities of exceedances of distinct levels during different periods of 
time (cf. [1.5, 25, SD. For instance, a stationary sequence {Xd of (dependent) random 
variables can represents claims to an insurance company. Let N(ti' Ii) denote the number 
of claims exceeding a level Ii· in the time interval Ii = [Ti-j T/]. It can be of interest to 
approximate the probability lP (N(tl' It) = nI, ... , N(tk, h) nk). This question can be 
easily addressed if the distribution of a two-dimensional EPPE has been approximated. 

In the i.i.d. case, the limiting distribution of an EPPE is necessarily Poisson (see 
[24, 25, 15]). In the presence of dependence, extremes may appear in clusters. As a 
result, the limiting distribution of a one-dimensional EPPE counting locations of extremes 
is necessarily compound Poisson (see [12] and Theorem A below). 

One--dimensional EPPEs describing heights of extremes have not been well studied in 
literature before (some limit properties of such processes can be obtained if a complete 
convergence theorem for a two-dimensional EPPE is proved). 'We fill that gap in Section 
4.1. We describe the class pi of possible limit laws and establish necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the weak convergence of an EPPE to a given element of pl. We show also 
that corresponding jump processes have stochastically continuous trajectories. 

Two-dimensional EPPEs count both locations and heights of extremes. The class P 
of possible weak limits of two-dimensional EPPEs has been described by Mori [IS] as a 
class of infinitely divisible point processes that are invariant under certain transformations. 
Hsing [10] represented a point process PEP in terms of the points of a two-dimensional 
Poisson point process and a one-dimensional point process (see Theorem B below). 

In this paper we suggest a different way of defining a two-dimensional EPPE. A feature 
of this approach is that one has to specify a minimallevel Un such that exceedances of Un 
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are considered extreme. An advantage is that a weak limit of a two-dimensional EPPE 
appears a natural generalisation of a compound Poisson point process. Necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the complete convergence of a two-dimensional EPPE to a given 
limit are established. 

2 Background 

2.1 Number of exceedances and one-dimensional EPPEs 

Let X, Xl, X 2 , • •• be a strictly stationary sequence of (dependent) random variables 
(r.v.s). Denote 

Mn = max Xi, Nn(u) = L JI{Xi > u}. 
l::;t::;n l::;i::;n 

The random variable N n (u) is the number of exceedances over the level u by the random 
variables Xl' ... ' X n . Let 

Xn,n ~ ... ~ X1,n = Mn 

be the sample order statistics. Evidently, {Xk,n ~ u} = {Nn (u) < k} . 
vVe study asymptotic properties of the distribution of N n (u). It is clear that the 

sequence of threshold levels {u = un} must satisfy an appropriate condition which guar
antees that {Nn(un)} has a non-degenerate limiting distribution. A common approach 
is to assume that there exists the limit 

(0<>'<00). (2.1 ) 

Let II( >., () == II( >., £( ()) denote the compound Poisson distribution with intensity 
>. and multiplicity distribution £( () , i.e., 

( 

11"(A) ) 

II(>., () = £ ~ (i , 

where (0 = 0, (i 1= ( (i ~ 1), the random variables 7r(>')' (, (1, (2, .. ' are independent 
and 7r(>.) has the Poisson II(>') distribution. 

Denote by R the class of sequences {r = rn} of natural numbers such that 

rn -t 00, rn = o(n). 

The random variable ( is called the limiting cluster size if (2.1) holds and 

(2.2) 

for some sequence {r} E R. Under mild conditions, the only possible limit law for Nn( un) 
is compound Poisson: 

11"(A) 

Nn(un) '* L (i. 
i=O 
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In Section 3 we present a multilevel generalisation of this limit theorem. The only 
possible limit law for a vector of numbers of exceedances of distinct levels is compound 
Poisson. 

The important particular case is a pure Poisson limit. The problem of evaluating ac
curacy of Poisson approximation for a sum of dependent O's and 1 's attracted significant 
attention (see [2,6, .5] and references therein). The accuracy of compound Poisson approx
imation for .c (Nn(un)) has been evaluated in [3, 19,26,28] (see also references in [2, 19]). 

The next level of generality is to consider the one-level point process of exceedances 
Nn [·] , where 

Nn[B] - Nn[B, un] = L 1I{ i/n E B, Xi > Un} (2.4) 
l<i<n 

for any Borel set Be (0; 1]. 
The process (2.4) naturally appears when one wants to approximate the joint distri

bution of the numbers of exceedances of the same level during different periods of time. 
The following result has been proved by Hsing et al. [12] under a mild mixing condition. 

Theorem A [12]. If {2.1} and {2.2} are in force then 

(2.5) 

whel'e N[·] iB a compound Poisson point process with intensity rate A and multiplicity 
diBtribution £( () . 

If NrJ] converges weakly to some point process N[·] then N[·] is a compound Poisson 
point process on (0; 1] with some multiplicity distribution .c( () and intensity rate A that 
obeys {2.1} and) whenever A> 0, {2.2} holds. 

Let {tl n (·), n ~ I} be a sequence of functions such that Un(-) is strictly decreasing 
for all large enough n, un(O) 00 and 

(t > 0). (2.6) 

If {1\;[n} has a limiting distribution with normalising sequences {an} and {bn} , , if 

lim 1P ((Mn - bn)/an ::; x) = G(x) 
n-+oo 

(x E IR), (2.7) 

where G is necessarily a distribution function (dJ.) from one of the three extreme value 
types of dJ.s (see [9, 15]) then one can put tln{t) anG-1 (e- t ) + bn . 

The process (2.4) counts location points (along the horizontal axis) where exceedances 
of the level Un occur. Equivalently, it can be viewed as a jump process {Nn[O;s],s E 
(O;l]}. 

A natural question is to approximate the distribution of the jump process 

(2.8) 
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which describes heights of extremes. Necessary.and sufficient conditions for the weak 
convergence of the process (2.8) to a compound Poisson process are given in [19]. In 
Section 4.1 below we describe the class P' of limiting distributions of the process (2.8) 
and present necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the process 
(2.8) to a given P' E P'. 

2.2 Two-dimensional EPPE 

The two-dimensional point process of exceedances N~ can be defined by 

N~(A) := I)I{ (ijn, (Xd) E A} (2.9) 

for any Borel set A C (0; 00) x [0; 00). If At (0; 1] x [0; t) then 

The weak convergence of N~ to a limiting point process is often called the complete 
convergence. Many results of Extreme Value Theory can be drawn as consequences if a 
complete convergence theorem is established (cf. [2.5, 19]). 

If the r.v.s {Xd are independent (or dependent but vvithout asymptotic clustering of 
extremes) then N* converges weakly to a Poisson point process on (0; 00) x [0; 00) (see 
[1, 24, 25]). 

In the case of a stationary a-mixing sequence of random variables, the class P of pos
sible limit laws for N~ was described by Mori [18] as a class of "mfinitely divisible point 
processes invariant under certain transformations". Hsing [10] represented elements of P 
in terms of the points of a two-dimensional Poisson point process and a one-dimensional 
point process. 

Theorem B [18, 10]. Suppose that (2.6) holds and 

lim IP(un(t) < X < lineS)) = 1 
s-tO, t-trx:> 

for all large enough n. If N~ converges weakly to a point process N- then N'" zs an 
infinitely divisible point process with the following properties: 

(1) N'" 0 9t 4 N* (t > 0), where 9t(X, y) (x + t, y), 

(2) N'" 0 hs N'" (s > 0), where hs(x,y) = (xjs,ys)! 
(3) IP(N* ((0;£) x (0; 1)) -+ 0 as £ -+ 0, 
(4) N* has independent increments along the horizontal axis. 
The process N* admits the representation 

Ki 

N*(·) LLn{(Ii,Zi~ij) E'J, 
j=l 
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where {(l'i,Zi),i 2: I} are the points of a two-dimensional homogeneous Poisson point 
process 17 with the Lebesgue intensity measure, {I\:ij, 1 :::; j :::;](d are the points of a point 

process I\:i on [1; 00)) I\:i .f: I\: (i 2: 1)) the process I\: has an atom at 1) the processes 
1], I\:}, 1\:2, ... are mutually independent. 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the convergence N~ =} PEP are given in [23] 
in the assumption that the sequence {Xi, i 2: I} possesses an extremal index. The idea 
of those conditions is that the distribution of the vector {Nr(un(td),.·., Nr(Un(tk))} is 
assumed to be "close" to that of the limiting process for any choice of tl < ... < tk, k E IN . 

An important particular case among those possible limit laws is the compound Poisson. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of N~ to a compound Poisson 
point process (in terms of exceedances of two levels only) have been given in [19]. 

The Mori~Hsing characterisation (2.10) of the process N* can be regarded as implicit. 
In Section 4 we suggest a different way of defining a two~dimensional EPPE and describe 
the class P* of limiting point processes. \Ve represent an element of P* in terms of one~ 
dimensional processes only (in particular, our representation immediately implies that the 
only possible limit law for the one~level process (2.4) is compound Poisson). 

A weak limit of an EPPE is given in a form that seems to be a natural generalisation of 
a compound Poisson point process. Corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions for 
the complete convergence of a two-dimensional EPPE to a given P* E P* are established. 

Unless otherwise specified, limits are assumed as n -t 00; a sum over 0 equals zero. 
Below, {7r.\(s),s 2: O} is a Poisson process \vith intensity rate A and 7r(') == 7rl(')' 

3 Exceedances of multiple levels 

3.1 Conditions 

Remind that the functions Un (.) are strictly decreasing for all large enough n, Un (0) = 00 

and (2.6) holds. In the rest of the paper we assume that 

limsup nIP(Xn > un{t)) < 00 (0 < t < 00). (3.1 ) 

Note that (2.6) does not imply (3.1) - for instance, consider the case Xi X. Denzel 
and O'Brien [7] give an example of an a~mixing sequence such that (2.6) holds though 
nIP(Xn > un{t)) -t 00. On the other hand, (3.1) follows from (2.6) under a stronger 
mixing condition (cf. O'Brien [21], Lemma 3). 

Denote UnCi) (un(t.), ... , Un(tk)) , and let :Fi,m :Fi,m(un(t)) be the (J~field gener-
ated by the events {Xi> Un(tj)} , I:::; i :::; m, 1 :::; j :::; k. Put 

a(l,{1tn{f)}) supIIP(.4B) IP(A)IP(B)I, 

where the supremum is taken over A E F1,m, BE Fm+l+1,n) m 2: 1 such that IP(A) > O. 
Condition 11 { Un (f)} is said to hold if 

a (in' {1tn(f)}) -t 0 
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for some sequence {in} E R (perhaps, dependent on {un(tj)h<j<d. 
We say that condition ~ holds if ~{un(f)} is in fOlce for-e~ery choice of 0 < tl < 

... < tk < 00, k E IN . 
Condition ~,. is said to hold if a([cn], {un(tj)h::;j::;k) ~ 0 for every c E (0; 1) and 

every choice of 0 < tl < ... < tk < 00, k E IN (thus, ~* implies ~). 
Denote by R(l) _ R( {un(f)}) the class of sequences {r = In} E R such that 

(3.2) 

where an a(ln, {un(f)}). Evidently, R(f) is not empty: one can put 

In max {[nFnl; [~]} . (3.3) 

If the sequence {Xi, i 2:: I} is a-mixing then (3.2) holds with one and the same sequence 
{In} for all I E IRk (In can be defined by (3.3)). 

3.2 Exceedances of distinct levels 

In this subsection we are interested in the joint limiting distribution of the vector 

of the numbers of exceedances of several levels. Results on the limiting distribution of the 
vector {Nn(un(td), ... , Nn(Un(tk))} imply, in particular, the corresponding ones on the 
joint limiting distribution of a finite number of upper order statistics. 

The class of possible limit laws for the joint limiting distribution of the first and the 
second maxima has been described by Welsch [30] and Mori [17] (see also [20]). Welsch's 
result was generalised by Hsing [11]. Under the assumption that the sequence {Xi, i 2:: I} 
is a-mixing and (2.6) holds, Hsing [11] shows that the probability 

converges for every t > s > 0 if and only if there exist functions Pi(') and a sequence 
{I} E R such that 

(i 2:: 1) 

for each t > s > 0 and i E {I, ... , k - I}. Notice that the expression suggested in [11] 
for the limit of probability (3.4) can be simplified to the form 

lim IP (N.( ".($)) = 0, N.( ".(i)) < k) IP (~({ < k), (3.5) 

where the distribution ofi.i.d.r.v.s {(i,i 2:: I} depends on sft: IP(G = i) = pi(sft}. 
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Sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of the vector {N n ( Un (s )), N n ( Un ( t) )} 
have been suggested in [19]. Notice that the weak convergence of Mn does not, in 
general, imply the weak convergence of the vector {Nn{un{s)),Nn(un{t))}. Mori [17] 
gives an example of a stationary sequence of one-dependent r.v.s such that (2.6) holds 
while {XI,n, X 2,n} does not converge. 

It is convenient to write 

Nn(a, t) = L lI{Xi > un(t)} (t ~ 0, a ~ 1). (3.6) 
19~a 

For any mE IN, l E IRk, put 

Let ((l,n) == {(l(l,n), ... ,(k(l,n)} be a random vector with the distribution 

(3.7) 

Proposition 1 Assume condition ~ {un (l)}. If 

(Cf, n) :::} ::3(( t) (3.8) 

for some sequence {r} E R(t) then 

".(stk) 

N n (8n, t):::} L (jCE) ("Is> 0), (3.9) 
j=1 

where {(j(l),j ~ I} aloe independent copies of ((f). 

If the assumptions of Proposition 1 hold then (3.9) implies (3.5). 

We say that the random vector Y has a compound Poisson distribution if 

d 
Y Xl + ... + X".(t) , 

where vectors {Xi) i ~ I} are independent, xi :4 X (i ~ 1) and 7i(t) is a Poisson I1(t) 
random variable. 

The following result is a multilevel generalisation of a compound Poisson limit theorem 
for Nn( un). 
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Theorem 2 Assume condition .6.{un(l)}. If Nn(n,t) convel'ges weakly then {3.8} holds 
for any sequence {r} E R(t), The distribution of the r'andom vector ((l) = {e(l), ... ,(k(l)} 
is scale-invariant: 

((t) !i ((at) (Va> 0) (3.10) 

and does not depend on the choice of the sequence {r} E Ref). The marginal distributions 
of ((l) obey formula (3.12) below. The weak limit of Nn(n,t) is necessarily a compound 
Poisson 'random vector: 

1r(Sutk) 

Nn(sn,(rt) =? L (j(t) (8) 0, a> 0). (3.11 ) 
j=l 

Notice that vectors Nn(sn, f) and Nn(n, sf) have the same limiting distribution. 
Note also that Hsing's [11] description of the joint limiting distribution of the first and 

the k-th sample maxima is given in the assumption that probabilities (3.4) converge for all 
t > 8 > O. The feature of our result is that we assume only the convergence of Nn(n, t) 
for a fixed t, and then show that this implies the weak convergence of Nn( .'In, at) for all 
s > 0, a> 0, 

Let ( be a random variable with the limiting cluster size distribution (2.2), and let 
{(i) i ~ I} be independent copies of (. For any a E (0; 1], denote by Z(a) the random 
variable with the distribution IP(Z(a) = 0) = 1- a, IP(Z(a) i) aIP(( i) (i ~ 1). 
Note that 

Z(a) 4: (~(a), 
where ~(a) is independent of ( and has Bernoulli B( a) distribution. 

The property ((l) 4 ((at) means that the marginal distributions of the vector ((t) 
are functionals of £( () and ratios tt/tk. We show in section 5 that 

I - d ) ( (t) = Z(tt/tk . (3.12) 

In particular, this implies that the distribution of the limiting cluster size ( in the limit 
theorem (2.3) does not depend on A. 

vVhile the limiting cluster size ( takes values in IN, the random variable Z( a) does 
it in Z+ = IN" U {O}. In other words, clusters at a level strictly above the "basic" one can 
be empty. This is a feature of the multilevel situation, 

Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 hint that (2.3) is not the only way of formulating the 
limit theorem for Nn {lln ). In fact, we have a variety of ways to define the limiting cluster 
size and formulate a limit theorem. 

Indeed, let {i( a), i ~ I} be independent copies of Z( a) , a E (0; 1] . If .6. and (3.1) 
hold and Nn{un{at)) converges weakly then, according to (2.3), 

11"( at) 

Nn{un{at)) =? L (i. (3.13) 
;=1 
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If {Yj} are i.i.d. random vectors, a E [0; 1] and 11"( at) is independent of {Yj} then it is 
easy to check that 

7r(at) 7r(t) 

L Yi 4: L Yi(a), (3.14) 
i=1 ;=1 

where {Yi{a)} are i.i.d. random vectors, Yi(a) d Yi~(a) and rr(t) is independent of 
{Yj(a)}. Therefore, 

7r( t) 

Nn{un(at)) =} L Zi(a). 
i=1 

(3.13*) 

As one of possible applications of Theorem 2, consider the problem of approximating 
the distribution of the random vector 

n 

Vn(tl' t2) L lI{Un(tl) Xi > U n(t2)}' 
i=1 

This problem arises, for instance, when an insurance company is interested in approxi
mating the distribution of a number of claims varying in a specified interval. 

Assume conditions of Theorem 2. If Nn(n, t) converges weakly then (3.11) entails 

7r( t2) 

vn(tJ, t2 ) =} L Yi, 
i=l 

where {ti} are independent copies of (2(l) - (1 (l) and t = (tb t21 . 

4 Main results 

In Theorems 3 5 and Corollary 6 below we assume condition ~. 

4.1 The process {lVn(Un(t)),t E [O;T]} 

(3.15) 

Recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between one-dimensional point processes 
and jump processes (random step functions). In this subsection we find convenient to treat 
one-dimensional point processes of exceedances as jump prbcesses. 

For instance, the process (2.4) may alternatively be viewed as the jump process 
{N[sn](un), S E (0; I]}. It describes locations of exceedances of the level Un' 

The process {Nn (un(t)) ,t E [0; T]} describes heights of extremes. In this subsection 
we investigate asymptotic properties of the distribution of the process {Nn (un (-))} . 

Necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of {Nn (un (-))) to a 
compound Poisson process are given in [19]. According to Mori's [18] result, the family 
pI of weak limits of {Nn ( U n (-))} is wider than the class of compound Poisson processes. 

In this subsection we present necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak conver
gence of {Nn(un{-))} to a given process pI E P'. \Ve show that every element pI E pI 
is a sum of a Poisson number of jump processes. 
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More generally, we ·will study .the limiting behaviour of the jump process 

{Nn(sn,t),t E [O;T]}, 

where s > 0 is a fixed number. 
Note that Nn(sn, t) = N~((O; s] x [0; t)). According to Theorem B, if N~ converges 

to a point process N* then 

Nn(sn,·) => N;O = N*((O;s] x [0;·)), (4.1) 

where the process {N;(t),t > O} has the following properties: 

(a) N~s(t) d N;(at) 
(b) IP(N~(I) > 0) = IP(N;(E) > 0) -t 0 as E -t 0 
Notice that (b) is a consequence of (2.6): IP(N~(E) = 0) = limIP(Nn(un{E)) 0) = 
1 as E-tO. 

In Theorems 3 and 4 below, sand r are fixed positive numbers. Denote 

IRk {tEIRk:tk=I}. 

Theorem 3 Suppose that there exists a jump process {,(t), t E [0; I]} with stochastically 
continuous trajectories such that for arbitrary k 2:: 1 and t E IRk , 

(4.2) 

for some {r} E R. Then 

{Nn(sn, rt), t E [0; In => {N,(s, t), t E [0; In, (4.3) 

where 
1fr(S) 

N,{s, t) = 2: ,At), ( 4.4) 
j=1 

{,j(')} are independent copies of ,(-). The process (4-4) has the following property: 

N,(as,·) 4. N,.(s,a·) 

Evidently, (4.3) can be rewritten as follows: 

(Va E [0; 1]). 

{ 

1f.,.(s) } 
{Nn(sn, t), t ::; r} => ~ ,j(tjr) , t ::; r . 

( 4.5) 

(4.3*) 

The process {Ej~S{ "'fj (.)} can be called Poisson cluster process or compound Poisson 
process of the second order (regarding the standard compound Poisson process as a "com
pound Poisson process of the first order"). If {Xi} are i.i.d.r.v.s then one can take l = 0 
and r = 1 to show that Nn (n, .) converges to a pure Poisson process with intensity rate 

1 (it admits the representation Ej~lrYA')' where ,(t) = lI{e < t} and e has a uniform 
U[O; 1] distribution cf. [27], ch. 1.). 

While the random variable ( represents the limiting cluster size, the process , de
scribes the variability of heights of cluster members. 
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Theorem 4 If {Nn(n,t),t E [0; I]} converges weakly to some jump process P then ther'e 
a jump process {/( t), t E [0; I]} with stochastically continuous trajectories such that 

(4.2) holds and 
Nn(sn,T') =? NT(s,·) ( 4.6) 

for every s > 0, T > O. The marginal distributions of the process / obey 

/(t) 4: Z(t) (0::; t::; 1). (4.7) 

Theorems 3 and 4 show that the class pI of possible weak limits of the process 
(2.8) consists of processes 'Ljl;) /i (-IT) , where /U is a jump process on [0; 1] with 
stochastically continuous trajectories such that IP( /( 1) ~ 1) = 1 . 

4.2 COlllplete convergence 

Let T be a fixed positive number. \rVe define the two--dimensional process N; = N;b) 
on (0; 1] x [0; 1) as a point process with the following properties (evidently, it suffices 
defining N; on unions of rectangles): 
(PI) N; has independent increments along the horizontal axis, 

(P2) N;((a; b] x B) 4: N;((O; b a] x B) for any Borel set Be [OJ 1), 

(P3) {N;((O;a] x [O;t)), t E [OJ I)} 4: {NT(a,t), t E [Oil)}. 
Otherwise. N* can be viewed as a random measure , T 

(A) ! N~(dx x dy), 
A T 

where A is a Borel set in (0; 1] x [0; 1) and 

Note that the two-dimensional process N; is constructed via one-dimensional pro-
cesses. 

Evidently, N; has properties (1), (3) and (4) of Theorem B; property (2) follows from 

(4.;5). Besides, it is easy to see that N;((O;as] x [Oib)) 4: N:T((O;a] x [0; b)) . 
\rVe define the EPPE N:,T on (0; 1] x [0; 1) by the equation 

n 

N:,T(A) L lI{(i/n, T- 1u;:;-1(Xi)) E A} ( 4.8) 
i=l 

for any Borel set A C (0; 1] x [OJ 1). In other words, we restrict our attention to the 
interval Xi E (un(T); (0). level un(T) can be seen as a minimal threshold u such 
that Xi is considered "extreme" if it exceeds u. 

Theorem 5 and Corollary 6 below show that processes N; are the only possible weak 
limits for N:,T' 
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Theorem 5 Suppose thai there exists a jump process {i( t), t E [0; 1.]} with stochastically 
continuous trajectories such that (4.2) holds. Then 

(4.9) 

From Theorems 4 and 5 we deduce 

Corollary 6 If N~,T converges weakly to some point process then ther'e exists a jump 
process {i(t), t E [0; I]} with stochastically continuous trajectories such that N~,T ::::} 
N;b)· 

5 Proofs 

The following well known fact (cf. [14, 22]) will be used in the proofs of Proposition 1 
and Theorem 2. 

Proposition 7 Suppose that condition b.{un(t)} holds for some t > O. If (2.6) is in 
force then 

IP(1\Qu n (t)) > 0) rv trln 

for any sequence {r} E R(t). If (5.1) is valid for a sequence {r} E R(t) then 

-st e (Vs > 0). 

(5.1 ) 

(5.2) 

Proof of Proposition 1. Let {r} E R(t). Denote m [sn/r]. Using Bernstein's blocks 
method (d. Lemma 2.2 in (12]) and taking into account conditions b.{ un(l)} and (3.1), 
it is easy to show that 

(.5.3) 

for any v E IRk. ~ote that 

Hence 

IEeivNn(snJ) exp (mlP(Nn(" tk) > O)IE {eivNn(rJ) - 1INn(r, tk) > O}) + 0(1). 

According to Proposition 7, lP (Nr(Un(tk)) > 0) rv tklln. Therefore, 

IEeivNn(sn,l) exp (stk [IEeiV(t,n) -1]) 0(1). (5.4) 

Relation (3.9) follows from (3.8) and (5.4). o 

Proof of Theorem 2. Assume that Nn(sn, t) ::::} 3N for some s > O. This evidently 
implies 
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According to (5.4), there exists the limit limIEeiv((t,n) := 'Po(v). As a limit of a sequence 
of characteristic functions, it is a characteristic function itself. Hence (3.8) holds and 

IEeivN = exp(std'Po(v) - 1]), 

i.e., N is a compound Poisson random vector with intensity stk and multiplicity distri
bution £( C) such that IEeiv( = 'Po( v) . 

The distribution of the vector C(f) does not depend on the choice of a sequence {r}. 
Indeed, let Un = un(t), t > o. If £(Nr/( Un) I Nr/( Un) > 0) :::} £(::1(') for another 
sequence {r' = r~} E R(f) then (3.9) entails Nn( un) :::} Lj~J Cj and Nn( un) :::} Lj~J Cj . 

Hence C 4 C'. 
In order to show that the distribution of the vector C(f) is scale-invariant, denote 

t* = (tI/tk,tdtk, ... ,l). By (3.9), Nn(sn,f) converges for all s > O. According to 
Lemma 8 below, Nn(n, sf) converges for all s > 0 as well, and the limiting distributions 
of Nn(sn, f) and Nn(n, sf) coincide. Since 

7r(tk) 7r(tk) 

Nn(n,t) :::} L Cj(f), Nn(tkn,t *) :::} L Cj(t *) 
j=l j=l 

according to (3.9), we have Lj~t) Cj(f) 4 Lj~t) Cj(t *). Hence C(f) 4 C(t *). 
Formula (3.11) follows from (3.8) - (3.10). 

It remains to show that CZ(f) 4 Z(tZ/tk). Indeed, (3.9) entails Nn(un(tZ)) :::} Lj~~) (J(f). 

According to (2.3), Nn( un(tz)) :=} Lj~~) Cj. Note that Z(l) 4 ( and II (as, 0 = 

II (s, Z(a)) for any s > O. Hence Lj~~) Cj 4 Lj~~) Z(tZ/tk). Comparing the charac

teristic functions of Lj~~) (J(f) and Lj~~) Z(tz/tk) , we get (3.12). 0 

Let t E IRk, and let I be an open interval in (0; 00). Denote 

Pl(n, s) = IP(Nsn(un(td) < iI, ... , Nsn(Un(tk)) < ik), 

P2 (n, s) = IP(Nn(un(std) < iI, ... , Nn(un(st k)) < ik). 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

The following lemma follows the corresponding lines in Hsing [10, 11 J but our mixing 
condition is weaker than the condition ~ * assumed in [10] or the a-mixing condition 
assumed in [11]. 

Lemma 8 Assume condition ~{un(t)}. If one of the probabilities {5.5} or {5.6} con
vel!Jes for each s E I then so does the other, and the limits coincide. 

Proof of Lemma 8. Let Sf > s > s" be the points from I. As was noticed in [11], 
U[n/s/)(t) < un(s"t) for all sufficiently large n (this follows from (5.2)). 

Suppose that the limit g(s) - g(s,t) = limP2(n,s) exists (s E I). Then 

lim sup Pl(n,s') = lim sup Pl([n/s'],s') 

= lim sup IP(Nn(U[n/s/)(td) < il, ... ,Nn(u[n/s/)(tk)) < i k) 
:S lim sup IP(Nn(un(std) < iI, ... , Nn(Un(stk)) < i k) = lim P2 (n,s). (5.7) 
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Similarly 
lim P2( n, s) ~ lim inf PI (n, s") . 

Therefore, 
lim sup PI (n, Sf) ~ g( st) ~ g( S2) ~ lim inf PI (n, s") 

if Sf > SI > S2 > s". Notice that 

liminfPl(n,s") -limsupPl(n,sf) ~ lim sup [Pl (n,s") - Pl(n,s')] 
k k 

(5.8) 

< Llim IP (N[sllnl-[stnl(Un(ti)) > 0) ~ L ([s"n]- [s'nD IP(X > un(td). (5.9) 
i=1 i=1 

This and (3.1) imply 

o ~ lim inf PI (n, s") - lim sup PI (n, Sf) -t 0 

as Sf - S" -t O. Hence the function g( s) is uniformly continuous in I. 
If SI > s > S2 are the points from I then (.5.7) and (5.8) entail 

g(st) = limP2(n,st) ~ liminf Pl(n,s) ~ limsupPl (n,s) ~ limP2(n,s2) = g(S2)' 

Letting SI -t sand S2 -t s, we observe that the limit lim PI (n, s) exists and equals 
g(s) . 

Suppose that for every s E I there exists the limit h(s) = h(s,t) = limPl(n,s). 
Similarly to (5.7) and (5.8), 

From (5.9) we derive that limPl(n,s") -limPl(n,sf) -t 0 as Sf - S" -t O. This entails 
the limit lim P2 ( n, s) exists and equals h( s). The proof is complete. 0 

Proof of Theorem :3. Let t E IRk, and denote Nr(s, t) = {Nr(s, td, ... , Nr(s, h)}. 
Relation (3.8) holds with ((t) 4 h(t l ), ,,,,,(1)). Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 entail 

for every t E IRk. Thus, finite-dimensional distributions of {Nn(sn, Tt), t E [0; I]} 
converge to those of {Nr(s, t), t E [0; I]}. In view of [13], ch. 4, this implies the weak 
convergence Nn(sn,T') =} Nr(s,·). 

In order to check (4.5), we must show that finite-dimensional distributions of the 
processes coincide: 

{

7rr(as) 7rr(as)} {7rr(S) 7rr(s) } 
~ ,j(tl), ... , ~ ,j(tk) 1= ~ ,j(atd, ... , ~ Ij(atk) . (5.10) 

By (3.11), the left-hand side of (5.10) is the weak limit of Nn(asn, Tt). Let i = {at, I}. 
Then Nn(sn, Ti) =} Nr(s, i) and hence Nn(sn, Tat) =} Nr(s, at), the right-hand side 
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of (5.10). According to Theorem 2, the weak limits of Nn(asn, Tf) and Nn{sn, Tat) 
coincide. This implies (5.10) and (4.5). 0 

Proof of Theorem 4. Suppose that the process Nn(n,') converges weakly to some jump 
process P. Let k E IN, l E IRk. Then 

(Nn{n, td, ... , Nn{n, 1)) =? (P(tt), "'J P(l)). (5.11) 

Theorem 2 and (5.11) imply (3.8). A comparison of (3.11) with (5.11) yields PC) ~ 
N1{1,·). ~!loreover, (3.8) and (3.11) imply 

(Vs> 0, T > 0). (5.12) 

Since the distributions (3.7) are consistent, so are the distributions of ((f), l E 
IRk, k ~ 1. By Kolmogorov's theorem, there exists a process, = {,(t), t E [0; I]} 
such that {£{((t)), £ E IRih;:::l are the finite-dimensional distributions of ,. Evidently, 
, is a jump process. The weak convergence (4.6) follows from (5.l2) and Proposition 9 
below. 

In order to show that ,(t) ~ Z{t) for any t E [0; 1], remind that 

r.(t} r.(I) 

Nn(n, t) =? L (j ~ L Zj{t) 
j=1 j=1 

and Nn(n, t) =? ,where l = (t,l) and = (lj{t)"j(l)). Hence Nn(n,t) =? 

Ej~12 ,j(t). Therefore, Zj(t) ~ Lj~l/ ~fj(t). This entails (4.7). 0 

Evidently, Theorem 4 remains valid if its assumption is replaced by the following one: 
"for some T > 0, the process {Nn(n, t), t E [0; T]} converges weakly to some jump 
process PT ". 

Proposition 9 Let {r} E R. If, for arbitrary k ~ 1 and t E lRk, (4.2) holds for some 
{r} E R then trajectories of the process, are stochastically continuous on [0; 1] . 

Define the random measure Q{'} by the equation 

Q{[s; t]} = ,(t) ,(s) (O~s<t~l) (5.13) 

(Q is defined on intervals in [0: 1] and thus on all Borel sets in [0; 1]). Note that (5.13) 
stipulates a one-to-one correspondence between ,(.) and the point process Q {if we had 
a point process Q on [0; 1] then we could define a jump process {,(t), t E [0; I]} by the 
equation ,(t) = Q{[O; t]}. Proposition 9 states that 

IP(Q{t} > 0) = 0 (Vt E [0; 1]). (5.14) 

Proof of Proposition 9. Evidently, ,(O) O. The fact that IP( Q{O} > 0) = 0 
(equivalently, lP(,(s) > 0) ~ 0 as s ~ 0) follows from (4.7). 
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LE;t t E (0; 1]. If IP(Q{t} > 0) > 0 then (3.15) implies 

lP(vn ( 0"1-,0"/+) > 0) -+ lP C~) Qj{ I} > 0) 

1-exp(-O"tIP(Q{t} > 0)) > 0 

for every 0" E (0; 1], where {Qj,j ~ I} are independent copies of Q. 

(5.15) 

Denote by It the weak limit of the process {Nn(n, O"t), 0" E (0; I]), and let Qt be the 
corresponding point process. Relation (.5.1.5) means that the set {O": IP(QdO"} > 0) > O} 
is uncountable. This contradicts to [16], Proposition 1.1.5. Hence (5.14) holds. 0 

Proof of Theorem .5. Proposition 9 ensures that IP(N;((O; 1] x {b}) > 0) = 0 for any 
bE [0; 1). Because of (3.1), 

IP( {{a} x [0; 1)) > 0) = lim 
€-+o 

o 

for any a E (0; 1]. Thus, IP(N;(oA) > 0) 0 if A is a rectangle on (0; 1] x [0; 1). 
Therefore (see [13], chapter 4), (4.9) follows if we show that 

(5.16) 

for any array {Ab ... , Ad of finite unions of rectangles. 
Splitting rectangles in a proper way, we observe that it suffices to prove (5.16) in the 

mi 

case Ai = (ai; bi] x U [Cij; dij ), where the intervals (ai; bd are disjoint and for each i, the 
j=1 

intervals [Cij; dij ) are disjoint too. 
Property (PI) implies the random variables {N;(Ai)} are independent. By stan

dard arguments (cf. [10, 11, 19]), the random variables {N~,T(A)} are asymptotically 
independent as well. Thus, it remains to show that 

(5.17) 

m 
for any set A (a;b] x U [cj;dj ) C (0; 1] x [0; 1), where the intervals [cj;dj ) are disjoint. 

j=l 

Theorem 3 establishes (5.17) in the case (a; b] = (0; 1]. The arguments are evidently 
valid for an arbitrary interval (a; b] C (0; 1]. 0 
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